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**SPECIFIC (MEASURABLE) STUDENT BEHAVIORAL LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**

Upon completion of this course the student should be able to:
1. Obtain a working knowledge of the dimensional methods used on product drawings by all US Government design agencies and by the majority of metal working companies throughout the United States and Europe.
2. Gain experience in designing functional gages for use in inspecting mechanical piece parts.
3. Develop an appreciation for the economical advantages of using geometric dimensioning and tolerancing concepts on product design drawings.
4. Relate form tolerances to geometric designs using proper drafting techniques.
5. Relate, establish, and apply datums, concentricity, and symmetry rules to geometric dimensions and tolerances.
6. Apply gaging techniques as related to production tooling and design.
7. Adapt product design features to viable and alternative production techniques and manufacturing processes.

**OUTLINE OF COURSE CONTENT (Major Topics and Subtopics):**

I. Tolerance of Form  
   A. Flatness  
   B. Straightness  
   C. Parallelism  
   D. Perpendicularity  
   E. Angularity  
   F. Roundness, Cylindricity and unout  
   G. Profile Tolerancing  

II. Tolerance of Position  
   A. True Position Theory  
   B. MMC and RFS  

III. Datums  
   A. Establishing Datums  
   B. Datum Application  

IV. Concentricity  

V. Symmetry  

VI. Functional Gage Design (MMC)  

VII. Product Features, Size, Gage Design, and Tooling Analysis

**EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE:**

30% Examinations;  
25% Design Drawings/Projects;  
25% Lab Reports (written and oral);  
20% Final Examination.